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Warm, Spicy Fare From the Himalayas
A Review of Jewel of Himalaya, in Yorktown Heights
By M. H. REED JUNE 8, 2012

IT’S sometimes said that what Nepal grows best are mountains; the cold, rocky
altitudes there pose significant challenges to farming. But despite the limitations of
their environment, the people living in the valleys of the Himalayas have developed
delicious dishes incorporating grains, nuts, and local meats and vegetables.

Himalayan restaurants are rare in Westchester, so when Jewel of Himalaya
opened in a shopping strip in Yorktown Heights earlier this spring, the event was
particularly welcome. Jewel has a menu of interesting, modestly priced dishes that
are nourishing, warming and terrifically tasty.

Diners will find that some offerings, like curries, biryanis, noodles and
dumplings, echo influences from Nepal’s bordering neighbors China and India. But
Jewel’s kitchen gives those dishes a Himalayan twist, adding, perhaps, cilantro
here or fiery red chili sauce there. As flavorful as these hybrid dishes were, we
found the traditional Nepalese recipes more compelling.

The soups we tried were rich and satisfying. Based on a deeply flavored broth,
thukpa soup came loaded with homemade noodles and vegetables, the liquid
thickened with a sauce of pulverized cashews. Lighter chicken garlic soup had none
of the garlic’s pungency, only its fresh sweetness.

Almost all the dishes lent themselves to sharing. A half-dozen slippery, plump
momos, Nepal’s version of dumplings, had characteristically thick wrappings. For a
juicier bite, ask for momos that have been steamed rather than fried. Their tomato
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dipping sauce was fragrant with cilantro.

Diners who like more fire should ask for Himalayan hot sauce, a mix of garlic,
ginger, olive oil and dried hot chili peppers. Chilies and a few curries already had a
lip-prickling heat and piquancy, so be cautious.

Sha phaley, a large fried pouch of pastry filled with chopped beef, was moist
and savory. But overcooking left a kebab (sekuwa) of fine beef dense and dry.

For a sampling of Nepali food served the Nepali way, order thali, a metal
platter of small bowls holding components for a complete meal (including a
dessert) of various curries, vegetables and pickles to be mixed into a mound of rice
set in the center of the plate. Except for the meat curry, both vegetarian and
nonvegetarian thalis were alike and included dal makhini, a delicious creamy stew
of black lentils and beans. Spooned over rice, it’s the staple diet for most Nepalese.
Most dishes can be had with chicken, beef, lamb or “mutton” (goat, really), but
meats are traditionally used in small portions, serving as a flavoring for the sauces
they enrich. Mutton korma brought small shards of meat in a gorgeous nutty
yogurt sauce; Himalayan curry added a few meats and vegetables to a tomato-
based sauce; balgan bhartha packed roasted eggplant with onions and tomato.

Although Nepal is landlocked, Jewel did offer a few seafood dishes with
limited success. These were the most expensive items on the menu. Our seafood
sizzler of lobster tail and shrimp had lingered too long under the broiler and only a
juicy scallop escaped the drying scorch. Simpler shrimp dishes might be under
better temperature control.

A number of familiar Indian breads were on offer, and we liked the nan best.
Another bread on the menu, identified simply as “Tibetan bread,” was surprisingly
sweet and puffy. It could be an acquired taste.

Desserts included fried fruits, ice cream and a popular Himalayan hot apple
pie. We also enjoyed delicious, soupy rice pudding scattered with sliced almonds
and, on one steamy evening, a cold, refreshing mango lassi.

Jewel of Himalaya

34 Triangle Center



Yorktown Heights
(914) 302-2886

WORTH IT

THE SPACE A neat, tight restaurant tucked into a shopping strip. The
interior provides lots to look at, including bright neon lights, decorative Buddha
Eyes, photographs of Himalayan scenes and a blue backlit bar over which a
television shows a video of regional life.

THE CROWD Casually dressed adults. Noisy at peak hours. Gracious service
from, at present, a slow kitchen.

THE BAR Liquor license is expected within a couple of weeks; until then,
patrons may bring their own.

THE BILL Lunch, “sets” of different menu items, $8 and $9. Dinner, Nepali
thali set, $18 (vegetarian, $15); entrees, $11 to $25; noodle and rice dishes, $10 to
$17; desserts, $3 and $4. No children’s menu, but momos and a few gently spiced
dishes might please some youngsters.

WHAT WE LIKED Thukpa (noodle soup), chicken garlic soup, steamed
vegetable or meat momos (dumplings), dal makhini, “nonvegetarian” thali, lamb or
mutton (goat) curry, Himalayan curry, balgan bhartha (eggplant), sha phaley
(chopped beef in crust), nan, rice pudding, mango lassi.

IF YOU GO Lunch menu, Monday to Friday, 11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Dinner
menu, Monday to Friday, 5 to 10 p.m.; Saturday, 11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.; Sunday, 1 to
9 p.m. Reservations accepted.

RATINGS Don’t Miss, Worth It, O.K., Don’t Bother.

A version of this review appears in print on June 10, 2012, on page WE7 of the New York edition with the
headline: Warm, Spicy Fare From the Himalayas.
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